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Colour variations

EOS NANO
Designed by Søren Ravn Christensen

Pendant lampshade 
Compatible with Rosette Mini G4 cord set

Easily cleaned with hairdryer

Fading can be caused by sun exposure

DIMENSIONS
Ø × H: 14.7 × 8.9 cm / 5.8 × 3.5"

MATERIAL
Approx. 250 goose feathers and polypropylene

WEIGHT
32 g / 0.1 lb

WEIGHT INCL. PACKAGING
250 g / 0.6 lb

LIGHT SOURCE
Tiny Idea (not included)                                              

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS (L × W × H)
12.7 × 12.7 × 9 cm / 5 × 5 × 3.5" 

ASSEMBLY TIME
5 min - video guide at umage.com

MEDIA KIT
Photos and press material 
Download at umage.presscloud.com

ORDERING INFORMATION
Eos Nano white EU/UK #2494 / US N/A

white

RECOMMENDED ACCS.
Tiny Idea #4187

14.7 cm / 5.8"
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EOS
Designed by Søren Ravn Christensen

The soft look and small size of the new Eos Nano makes it a perfect 
fit for playful clusters in the nursery. Hanging a mobile of fairy lights 
above the changing table or cradle will by certainty mesmerize the 
little ones.

The new Eos Nano lampshade can be combined with the UMAGE
Rosette Mini, Rosette Mini cluster 3 and Rosette Mini cluster 5.

Hanging in clusters of your living room corner or side by side in a
narrow hallway, the Eos Nano will create a captivating and tactile
expression to the home.

The lampshade is handmade from natural, RDS certified goose 
feather and offers a welcoming glow that adds personality to any 
interior. The new feather lampshade reminisces fluffy clouds in the
sky and blooming white Sakura flowers – creating a serene and 
natural atmosphere to the home.

Combine the Eos Nano with our Tiny Idea 2W G4 bulb and our 
Rosette Mini family for a complete lamp. 

Find more info on our website umage.com
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